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MACRON ASSUMES STRIKES IN SYRIA IN THE NAME OF INTERNATIONAL
HUMANITARIAN RIGHT
TO DESRTOY THE CHEMICAL WEAPONS SITES
Paris, Washington DC, 16.04.2018, 01:23 Time
USPA NEWS - Following attacks using chemical weapons, the majority of United Nations Security Council, which are France, the
USA, and UK decided to respond to having crossed the red line, according to the resolution the regime understood that it was testing
the global threshold for tolerance. We publish the press statement of the Elysee (French Presidency) following to this Military
response. The French President Macron said today in an exclusive TV interviewed led by Edwy Plenel Founder of Mediapart and Jean
Jacques Bourdin, anchor at RMC, BFMTV (Belongs to NextRadio Group) that he is "determined and that the intervention was a
success because the sites of chemical production have been destroyed without any collateral damages". This is an act of response
because the behaviour have been crossed he threshold of tolerance. "
Thus, a new format of interview was invented and just born in France between the President submitting to the interviewers among the
best in the French media, having asked questions frank, hard, those who are annoying and uncomfortable arousing clear and genuine
responses and courageously assumed by the interviewee. This is unheard of in France, so far accustomed to smooth interviews and
even complacent journalists against the head of state. Today this interview will mark the story in this originally transparent
interview.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A format "Interview CASH at the Macron" of the anniversary of mandate, is an unprecedented exercise and new way "battle", without
any care, exchanges tense oblige. This made it possible to make a review of one year of mandate, but the President has assumed all
the decisions already taken for a year, and remained constant in his choice of reform, and this despite the discontent of the unhappy
French who protest in the streets for three weeks already (pensions, students, SNCF, civil servants, lawyers). The President has
decided and announced that he will not change his position.
President Macron has decided and announced that he will not change his position of an inch.
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